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[DESCRIPTION] “The most convincing fantasy
tale I’ve played for a long while!” IGN “If
there’s a game that captures what I love
about fantasy stories, it’s this one.” Game
Informer “This is a modern and cinematic epic
fantasy RPG. All of those titles have been done
and more, but this is the first time I can say
that its done it right.” Eurogamer “Finally,
there’s an RPG for people who believe that
you don’t have to use bladed weapons to play
an epic fantasy role playing game.” Pocket
Gamer “This is definitely one of the best
games that I’ve played this year. It’s easy to
understand and play from start to finish.”
Gameplanet [FEATURES] ~30 hours of game
An untold fantasy drama A vast world full of
exciting situations Pavilion-sized dungeons for
even deeper play A quest to once again enter
the ancient world of the Elden Ring Serial Key!
~5 Different Classes and Many Playstyles to
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Choose from An immersive fantasy story
unlike anything you’ve played before. Classes
The warrior, born to battle and protect the
world. The dutiful knight, taking up arms for
his king and country. The wily trickster, with a
special sense of alchemy. The magus, who
wields magic as a weapon. Explore Perform a
quest on your own, with friends, or in online
multiplayer. A world beyond time./* *
Copyright 2017 The WebRTC project authors.
All Rights Reserved. * * Use of this source
code is governed by a BSD-style license * that
can be found in the LICENSE file in the root of
the source * tree. An additional intellectual
property rights grant can be found * in the file
PATENTS. All contributing project authors may
* be found in the AUTHORS file in the root of
the source tree. */ #ifndef API_TEST_RTP_TRA
NSPORT_ADAPTER_FACTORY_H_ #define
API_TEST_RTP_
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Features Key:
A dynamic and real fantasy world with unique 3D environments.
A battle system where a character's weapon, armor, and stats are synergistically combined.
A highly-detailed user interface that offers an enhanced experience in addition to its features.
An exciting story where the events of one save can impact the entire world.
A unique online element where you can experience the thoughts of your enemies.
A diverse character creator where players have freedom of expression in designing their own
character.
A dedicated Open Beta Test.

Is this product for me?:

A perfect choice for fans of RPG games.
An amazing game that adds the intensity of strategy to turn-based battles.
An epic fantasy game that fans of Legend of Shadow have been waiting for.
An ideal party game that creates fun for a few.

Dev Team:

Innate, an American game studio ( has joined together with a talented team of people to create, and to
launch the development of Legend of Shadow, an action RPG experience of epic scope. Beyond the
experience of creating games, the team has an extraordinarily strong creative collaboration ( and are
bringing out a game that will provide a deeper and more compelling experience than any other game.

After nearly two years of development, we are extremely confident of the product that we are releasing. We
are looking forward to your support and feedback.

Detailed information can be found on our website: 

If you have any questions about Legend of Shadow, please contact us at: new-cubanica@innate.com.

Best Regards, The Legend of Shadow Team
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